
ACROSS
1 "Awesome Astley had her

for dinner, I heard" "Liar!"
(10)

6 Can arouse (4)
10 Loose sandals I exchanged

for a Hawaiian chain (7)
11 Some soaps' musical keys

(7)
12 Heroic swinger's skin caught

in wash cycle (6-3)
13 Comic artist with no time to

mess around (5)
14 When I was young, angel

hair was cut short! (4)
15 L.A. mood: sour, sorta

smelly (10)
19 Shouting "fruit paste"

heartily is fair game? (5-1-4)
20 Non-PC choices reflected a

bad investment (4)
23 Bad start in search for metal

worker (5)
25 The show must go on!

Performers appear after
fire-breather spit on hair and
makeup artist (4, 5)

27 CO2, Hydrogen blended into
all booze (7)

28 Flier with a passage in Latin
mostly shredded (7)

29 Fishy locale reeked almost
from the start (4)

30 A good sport at the beach is
loveably awkward, takes two
losses (10)

DOWN
1 Flipped heads down, has a

false start, succeeds
despite it all (5, 2)

2 European waters confused
basic tale (6, 3)

3 Driver's late start reveals
minor depressions (6)

4 Important part of English
breakfast: a mass uprising
(5)

5 No-no: I accidentally
overheard job for a bun
substitute (5, 4)

7 Target of bridge bidding con
(5)

8 Anagrams, or other options
(7)

9 Half-extinct bird and
amazing Cretan king
became elements in a chain
reaction (7)

16 Weaponize a pickle and
bagel for pink fairy, for
example (9)

17 They perform from moving
horse cart (9)

18 Small ship yard, initially
lacking in details (7)

19 Justify militant tirade? (7)

21 Pester railmen for some
water (7)

22 Share and share alike (6)

24 Well-connected Kevin's
company caught in boycott
(5)

26 Rumors say wedding dress
is briefly free? (5)
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